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Activities of RotB this year have included, but have not been limited to: 

• 40+ issues of The 77% Weekly to nourish spiritual-religious hunger 

• Teaching clergy seeking to learn the tips and techniques Rabbi Brian’s uses with regard 
to helping adults come to an understanding about (the) God (of their understanding) 

• Sending thousands of personal responses to every email about a particular newsletter as 
well as keeping up a Facebook presence 

• Providing general spiritual-support to dozens of people in slight crisis 
• Guiding a Canadian man whose neighbor had reported him for having more “hooved animals” than 
legally allowed to not deal angrily, but to approach with compassion. (They wound up having a 3-hour talk 
and the man bought the neighbor’s used tractor!) 
• Maintaining a beautiful letter-writing ministry to a Muslim man serving life in prison after his favorite 
Buddhist chaplain not longer was able to attend to him. (James has refused to be associated with the 
gangs in prison and his seeking a middle way. He currently is in solitary confinement for his own safety as 
his former gang has assaulted him and put out a “green-light” for his death.) 
• Helping to inform dozens dealing not knowing how best practices for handling perceived evangelism 

• Serving as an on-call chaplain to an average of four families a month facing grief, anger, 
and loss 

RotB is a tax-exempt, for-social-change organization. All U.S. donations are fully deductible, of 
course, talk to your lawyers and accountants. (Canadian donations are appreciated, eh, but not so easily 
deducted.)   

All contributions will be listed in the last annual issue of The 77% Weekly: 

Name to be listed: _______________________________________________ 
☐ do not list my name            

 

With love, rB 

 

Donation amounts 
Guilt and status-free levels of giving 

$1 per issue     
I read about 77% 

of the articles 
I support it 100% 

$10 x 18 
(18 is a mystical 

number symbolizing 
life) 

I would like to give 

$40     $77 $180 $2500 
or other $_______ 

 


